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In Getting Past No William Ury relays the following story:1

“There is a story of a man who left seventeen camels to his three sons. He left half the

camels to his eldest son, a third to his middle son, and a ninth to his youngest. The three

set to dividing up their inheritance but soon despaired of their ability to negotiate a

solution—because seventeen could not be divided by two or three or nine. The sons

approached a wise old woman. After pondering the problem, the old woman said, ‘See

what happens if you take my camel.’ So then the sons had eighteen camels. The eldest

son took his half—that was nine. The middle son took his third—that was six. And the

youngest son took his ninth—that was two. Nine and six and two made seventeen. They

had one camel left over. They gave it back to the wise old woman.”

This issue of the Forward addresses conflict. As leaders we are frequently called upon to sort out

conflicts, and often times, it seems as if we are looking for missing camels! Conflict is an

inevitable part of human existence. Two people approach a four-way stop at the same time. I

want McDonald’s, but my wife wants Taco Bell. Two ministries want to schedule different

events in the fellowship hall on the same date. I am asked to speak out of town on my daughter’s



birthday. And the list goes on.

I am not suggesting frequent brawls! That is not at all what I mean by conflict, nor would I

suggest this type of interaction is healthy in a church or any other organization. In fact, I do not

see conflict as the fight; rather, conflict is the intersection of competing claims, ideals,

expectations, or desires. Conflict, therefore, results from creativity and diversity, and is evidence

of the image of God that is within us. If there are no conflicts in your relationships, you are

either a dictator or you work for one.

When different ideals and claims arise from within the core of a group, it is indicative of the

vibrancy of the organization, and it is this vibrancy that shapes and propels the organization.

Conflicts force groups to consider alternatives, deal with obstacles, and challenge norms.

Accordingly, Ralph Martson aptly said, “Welcome those big, sticky, complicated problems. In

them are your most powerful opportunities.”2 As David Augsburger points out, “Conflict is a

visible sign of human energy; it is the evidence of human urgency; it is the result of competitive

striving for the same goals, rights, and resources.”3

Conflict can actually be healthy if it is directed in an appropriate way. Conflict can create

cohesion in a team. People tend to reach new levels of commitment during conflict. Conflict is

also an ideological undressing; it exposes our core, our loyalties, and our insecurities, dispensing

of peripheral issues that do not define the group. Team experts John Katzenbach and Douglas

Smith note,

“Conflict, like trust and interdependence, is also a necessary part of becoming a real
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team. Seldom do we see a group of individuals forge their unique experiences,

perspective, values, and expectations into a common purpose, set of performance goals,

and approach without encountering significant conflict. And the most challenging risks

associated with conflict relate to making it constructive for the team instead of simply

enduring it.”4

How do we respond when others say no to our yes or yes to our no? Hopefully you will find the

articles in this magazine helpful in answering these questions.


